ISSA 2017 Contest Sanction Application Rev 0.0
Name, phone, email of contest organizer:
SSSA - SPANISH SLALOM SKATEBOARDING ASSOCIATION
Email: nachomcpp@gmail.com
Web: www.sssa.es
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SSSA-325101554179012/?fref=ts
Mob: Nacho: (+34) 676 14 51 19
Dates of Contest:
th

th

th

Title of Contest:

15 -16 -17 September

Madrid Slalom European Championship

Location of Contest:

Number and type of events at this contest (hybrid, tight, etc):

Paseo del Prado, Madrid
Pozuelo de Alarcón

Tight parallel slalom
Hybrid parallel slalom
Giant slalom

Sanction status desired (check
attachement)

Classes of competitors: (Open,
Jr, Women, etc)

# Of runs per competitor,
qualification method,
bracketing method:

MAJOR

Pros
Ams
Master
Women
JRS

Dual Hybrid: Quals, 2 runs per rider, then
top 16 pro, top 16 am top 8 women, top 8
Juniors
Dual Tight: Quals, 2 runs per rider, then top
16 pro, top 16 am top 8 women, top 8
Juniors
Giant Single: 3 runs per rider (4 depending
on number of riders). Best time wins.

Permits, insurance, arrangements for road closures, etc:
Temporary closure of road and street area permissions and permission to conduct a sports event issued by Municipal Sports Institute.
Arrangements for temporary road and street closures ready. Permissions ready. Obligatory Insurance for event ready.

Prizes and value of prizes to be awarded:
Still dealing with sponsors. Prize money (over 2.000€), hard material and wears.

Venue description (surface, pitch, length, cone distance, etc). Please describe the hill and course
as completely as possible:
Sunday race will be held in Paseo Del Prado: https://goo.gl/p9AUId
One of the main and most important roads of Madrid, located in the center of the city. The pavement is new from last year, not too much
inclination but it’s very fast because of the new pavement. Perfect for a tight and hybrid race. The cone distance will be between 1.8m and
2.1m and the course length will be of 30-40 cones. Paseo del Prado (Right In front of Museo del Prado) You are going to race in a densely
tree-‐lined, wide and centric avenue, a landmark for the city residents and the location of important cultural and tourist spots in the city,
including the so-‐called Golden Triangle of Art.
Saturday race will take place in POZUELO DE ALARCÓN (13 Km. from center of Madrid). Calle Manuel de Falla, 14. 28224 Pozuelo de
Alarcón. Madrid. Nice pavement, steep road perfecrt for a GS for all the categories and also wide enough.

Venue attractions (local attractions for non-skaters):
A City of Culture.
Nightlife. Madrid is home to some of the best Art Galleries in the world. (Museo del Prado,
Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Reina Sofia Contemporary Art Museum)
The party seems to never stop — except after lunch siestas when the locals rest after their big lunches.
The Food. You can find a lot of amazing food in Madrid.
Cheap and Reliable Public Transportation. You’ll have no problem getting around the city and it’s cheap.
Madrid is elevated 646 metres above sea level on a vast plateau in the centre of Spain, making it the highest capital city in the European
Union. This implies very low humidity and extreme temperatures. September, however, is a mild month with the average high temperature of
26,4 oC and the average low 15.4.
The average number of "wet days" (days with more than 1 mm of rain) in September is 3.3.
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Media Coverage:
We will announce the race in differente webpages ralted to the skate industry and we will have local media doing coverage of the race.
Probable the local TV will also come to film our race.

Competitor amenities (lodging, meals, gifts, etc):
Included in the registration fee (We ar still deciding the final prices for the fee, at the end of this week I will have thos information).
- Dorsal with number
- Meal and a drink for the competition day
- Memorial t-shirt of the race
- We will try to organize some other activities for the racers during the weekend

Race Equipment (ramps, timing system, displays, safety gear, etc.):
Timing system will be the official &quot;Trackmate&quot; with 2 PC´s Excel software usually used in ISSA
competitions. (We will have a secondary timing system).
Secondary computer monitors to see qualifying times, brackets and results.
Helmet is strictly obligatory and all protections are recommended and highly recommended on giant.
For the GS we will have a wooden ramp of 1,5 and for the tight and hybrid two wooden megaramps of 1.70 aprox.

Race Personnel (experience, training, etc)

Please include Contest Organizer and contact info:

Race personnel consists on 5 experienced slalom racers and race organizers form the SSSA, one race controller from SSSA too (all of them
with more than 5 years organizing competitions). One speaker and 8 trained racetrack assistants who will take care about cones and
penalties.
Organizer: SPANISH SLALOM SKATEBOARD ASSOCIATION (SSSA)
Email: nachomcpp@gmail.com
Mob: Nacho (+34) 676145119, Pablo (+34) 607813098

Spectators (expected number, other attractions for spectators, provision for, etc.)
On Sunday (Paseo del Prado) we expect to have a huge amount of spectator. This roads is a main road of the city and being cut for a sport
event will attract hundred or thousands of spectators who will be walking along the road and obviously stop by to see what’s happening.

Rules: Describe ALL exceptions to the ISSA rules, clarification of rules, competitors allowed or
restricted, and any other special rules that will apply to this contest. ISSA RACING RULES
NONE
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